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PRESS RELEASE 

Focus on growth: ABOUT YOU attracts investment from 
SevenVentures and media investor German Media Pool 
 

From 1 September 2016 onwards, strategic media partners will hold stakes in the 

Hamburg-based fashion and technology firm ABOUT YOU. Minority interests will be 

acquired by SevenVentures – the media investment arm of the ProSiebenSat.1 

Group – and the media investor German Media Pool in conjunction with its long-

standing partner RTL II, KLAMBT Media Group and other radio and TV stations from 

Germany and Switzerland. The Otto Group will continue to hold the majority stake 

in ABOUT YOU via its holding company Collins. ABOUT YOU was established as a 

start-up two years ago and is now worth more than €300 million. ‘We are very 

proud that such high-profile investors believe in ABOUT YOU’s success. The new 

partnership with leading European media companies will really help us to push 

ahead with scaling the business. We might well consider adding further investors, 

depending on their strategic value,’ explains Hannes Wiese, co-founder and 

director of Operations and Finance at ABOUT YOU. 

After just two years on the market, ABOUT YOU is one of the fastest-growing e-

commerce businesses in Europe with more than one million active customers and 

brand awareness of over 50 per cent among its target audience. In the 2015/16 

financial year, the company generated sales in the high tens of millions. It expects 

to more than double this figure in the current financial year. The firm aims to 

become one of the leading online-only fashion retailers throughout Germany, 

Austria and Switzerland. With this in mind, it is ramping up its activities in Austria 

and Switzerland. ‘Not many companies have succeeded in building up such a high 

company value in such a short space of time. Our aim is to significantly increase this 

in the next few years,’ says Wiese. The new investors’ involvement is affirmation 

of ABOUT YOU’s success to date and will make it possible to scale the fledgling 

company efficiently in the highly competitive online fashion market. 
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ABOUT YOU inspires its customers and invites them to browse online. The online store adapts to each 
customer’s individual style, creating a personalised shop which only displays relevant products and 
outfit suggestions. ABOUT YOU focuses on the customer and therefore on an endless number of 
different personalities which are expressed using fashion with the help of ABOUT YOU. 
In addition to wide-ranging inspiration, women and men aged between 20 and 40 can find more than 
110,000 items from over 800 brands at aboutyou.de. 
ABOUT YOU GmbH is part of Collins GmbH & Co. KG, a subsidiary of the Otto Group. The management 
team consists of two serial entrepreneurs and digital experts – Tarek Müller (28, Marketing and Brands) 
and Sebastian Betz (26, Tech and Product) – along with the former Roland Berger strategist Hannes 
Wiese (35, Operations and Finance). ABOUT YOU celebrates its third birthday on 5 May 2017. As well as 
being named ‘Start-up of the year 2014’ by the industry blog Exciting Commerce, it has received various 
awards. These include the Internet World Business ‘Best Online-Pure Player’ award in 2015 and 2017, 
the ‘Shop Usability Award 2015’ and the German retail prize (Deutscher Handelspreis) 2015 in the 
‘Innovation’ category.  
 
  


